Reuter Hapgood, Harriet. *The Square Root of Summer*
Gottie Oppenheimer, a seventeen-year-old physics prodigy, navigates grief, love, and disruptions in the space-time continuum in one very eventful summer.
TEEN SCI-FI REUTER HAPGOOD

Rollins, Danielle. *Stolen Time*
After fleeing her arranged wedding in Seattle, 1913, Dorothy meets Ash and stows away on his time machine, only to awaken in New Seattle in 2077. Does she hold the key to unraveling the past?
TEEN SCI-FI ROLLINS

Sevigny, Alisha. *Summer Constellations*
When a developer wants to make her family’s campground into a casino, Julia meets a boy on the lake helps her but then she discovers he is the developer’s son.
TEEN REALISTIC SEVIGNY

Silverman, Laura. *You Asked for Perfect*
Ariel is the perfect college applicant until a failed Calculus quiz sends his grades plummeting and only a handsome tutor can help but adding a burgeoning romance may push Ariel past his limit.
TEEN GRAPHIC SILVERMAN

Summers, Lindsey. *Textrovert*
Shy Keeley and outgoing jock Talon have accidentally mixed up their cell phones before Talon leaves for football camp, and find themselves falling for each other as they forward their messages over a week.
TEEN REALISTIC SUMMERS

Thorne, Jenn Marie. *Night Music*
Ruby and Oscar are caught up in a romance despite very different backgrounds and her having given up on music, while he is the prodigy of her father, a renowned composer.
TEEN REALISTIC THORNE

Vinesse, Cecilia. *Seven Days of You*
Sophia has 7 days left in Tokyo before she moves back to the US and she unexpectedly finds herself drawn to Jamie. Can their one short week of Tokyo adventures end in anything but good-bye?
TEEN REALISTIC VINESSE

Vivian, Siobhan. *The Last Boy and Girl in the World*
If her town is to be evacuated due to flooding, high school senior and class clown Keeley wants to cheer up her friends and pursue her big crush.
TEEN REALISTIC VIVIAN

Watt, Erin. *When It’s Real*
When pop star Oakley Ford needs a image overhaul, his team hires a fake friend but things don’t go exactly as planned.
TEEN REALISTIC WATT

Welch, Jenna Evans. *Love and Gelato*
After her mother dies, Lina travels to Italy where she discovers her mother’s journal and sets off on an adventure to unearth her mother’s secrets.
TEEN REALISTIC PARKER

Welch, Jenna Evans. *Love and Luck*
Addie hopes that the road trip of a lifetime through the rolling hills of Ireland will not only bring the romance and adventure she so desperately seeks but also help fix the shattered relationship she has with her brother Ian after secrets come to the surface.
TEEN REALISTIC PARKER
Ali, S.K. **Love From A to Z**
Zaynеб, the only Muslim in class, confronts a racist teacher and is suspended. She takes off for an early spring break in Qatar where she meets up with Adam who has recently been diagnosed with MS.
TEEN RITBA 2021 ALI

Bennett, Jenn. **Starry Eyes**
When Zorie and Lennon, a former couple, are stranded in the CA wilderness together, they must put aside their differences, and come to terms with lingering romantic feelings, in order to survive.
TEEN REALISTIC BENNETT

Biren, Sara L. **The Last Thing You Said**
When Trixie dies, her brother and her best friend, who are falling in love, struggle with grief and guilt which threatens their fledgling romance.
TEEN REALISTIC BIREN

Blake, Ashley Herring. **Suffer Love**
Hadley and Sam are teenagers caught up in the grip of their mutual attraction--but adultery, family secrets, and betrayal threaten to drive them apart.
TEEN REALISTIC BLAKE

Bryant, Elise. **Happily Ever Afters**
Tessa is accepted into the creative writing program but her words are just...gone. Her friend suggests she finds inspiration in a real-life love story of her own but is it the one she wants, after all?
TEEN REALISTIC BRYANT

Castellucci, Cecil. **The Plain Janes**
When Jane moves to the suburbs & thinks her life is over, she & three new friends form a club to make public art but are soon distracted by romance.
TEEN GRAPHIC CASTELLUCCI

Crane, Rebekah. **The Upside of Falling Down**
Clementine has no memory after she wakes up in a hospital after being the sole survivor in an airplane crash. To cope, she runs off with a stranger to avoid dealing with a father she does not recognize and the press coverage of the crash.
TEEN REALISTIC CRANE

Day, Julia. **The Possibility of Somewhere**
When honor student Ash Guptia is paired with the foul-mouthed, antisocial Eden Moore on a class project, they discover they have more in common with each other than they first imagined.
TEEN REALISTIC DAY

Desombre, Auriane. **I Think You Like Me**
Competing for a first-prize trip to a Los Angeles film festival, die-hard romantic Emma and her arch nemesis, the practical-minded Sophia, find their frequent clashes turning into something more.
TEEN REALISTIC DESOMBRE

Donne, Alexa. **The Stars We Steal**
Princess Leonie, heir to a faded European spaceship, enters the engagement season hoping only to save her family from financial ruin, but is soon falling for her first, rejected love.
TEEN SCI-FI DONNE

Garrett, Cameron. **Full Disclosure**
Simone is at a new school and is hiding the fact that she’s HIV-positive because last time things got ugly. As Simone and Miles start going out, as shy kisses escalate into much more, she knows she has to tell him. When she finds an anonymous note in her locker that threatens to expose her, she begins to wonder if she should face the haters head-on.
TEEN REALISTIC GARRETT

Glines, Abbi. **Until Friday Night**
In the small Alabama town, star high school quarterback West Ashby meets new girl Maggie, both battling feelings of grief & sorrow.
TEEN REALISTIC GLINES

Harris, Rachel. **The Natural History of Us**
Peyton, a senior, is forced to deal with her feelings for Justin, the boy who broke her heart, when they are picked to work on a project together.
TEEN REALISTIC HARRIS

Hutchinson, Shaun David. **A Complicated Love Story Set in Space**
Noa, DJ, & Jenny are trapped on a spaceship just as it is about to explode. Together, the three face murder, aliens, a school dance, and one really, really bad day. But none of this can prepare Noa for the biggest challenge-- falling in love.
TEEN SCI-FI HUTCHINSON

Jordan, Sophie. **The Me I Meant To Be**
Best friends Willa and Flor are tempted by love that would violate the Girl Code when Willa's long-term crush, Zach, breaks up with Flor, who is fighting her own crush on her math tutor.
TEEN REALISTIC JORDAN

Lord, Emma. **Tweet Cute**
The unlikely romance between an overachiever from a successful family and the class clown, who exchange snarky tweets that escalate into a viral Twitter war.
TEEN REALISTIC LORD

Malone, Jen. **Wanderlost**
A teen goes out of her comfort zone to help her sister by taking her summer job--leading a tour group of seniors (and the tour owner's handsome son) through Europe.
TEEN REALISTIC MALONE

Maskame, Estelle. **Dare To Fall**
Still dealing with the repercussions of her own family’s tragedy, Mackenzie Rivers abandons her almost boyfriend, Jaden, and his twin sister, Dani, after their parents are killed in a car accident.
TEEN REALISTIC MASKAME

Moskowitz, Hannah. **Sick Kids in Love**
Isabel has rheumatoid arthritis and has decided she will not date to make her life easier. Then she meets Sasha who has a chronic illness she’s never heard of. He understands exactly what’s going through.
TEEN REALISTIC MOSKOWITZ

Niven, Jennifer. **Holding Up the Universe**
A boy with face blindness and a girl who struggles with weight fall in love.
TEEN REALISTIC NIVEN